
Mine Information Management Platform

WHO USES CENTRIC:

CENTRIC MINING
SYSTEMS

Executives / Managers
Operators
Data Analysts
Business Optimization /
Continuous Improvement
Innovation Managers
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CONTACT US

Impact Powered by Intelligence. 

Centric is a suite of software tools engineered to help you track and control the entire flow of your
mining operations – from the point of extraction to the point of transport all from a single screen. By
optimizing workflows and processes across your mining enterprise, Centric empowers each part of
your operation to seamlessly work together. All of this gives you a clear view of your business,
streamlining processes and increasing efficiency.
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KEY BENEFITS
Digital Form System to
ensure metrics from the
entire business are
captured accurately.

Easy 3rd Party
Integration makes it
simple to connect with
your existing systems
and technologies.

Ore Accounting tools to monitor all
material movements from model-
to-market, including stockpile
management and blending
capabilities.

HIGHLIGHTS
Integrated Operation storing all data in a common
repository, creating end-to-end visibility of KPIs and
operational metrics across your entire value chain,
available in near real-time.

Improvement Opportunities to increase efficiencies,
boost production and productivity by tracking
processes and having immediate access to
information, helping to identify, analyze, and
implement changes.

Empowered Workforce that can improve the
bottomline and focus on the future of the
operations.

Data Integrity with Centric’s industry-standard
platform. Data is kept in a safe environment with
tools required to ensure permission control, data
validation and auditability.

Reconciliation models
that perform F-series
reconciliation and metals
balancing.

Advanced Analytics provide
powerful decision-support
capabilities, allowing users
to conduct advanced
scenario analysis.

Cloud-ready allowing flexibility to
access the system remotely with
ease in a secure environment, and
reducing on-site infrastructure and
IT requirements.

https://www.facebook.com/DATAMINESOFTWARE/
https://vimeo.com/user90485175
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dataminesw/
https://www.youtube.com/c/DatamineSoftware/featured
http://www.dataminesoftware.com/

